Walker Tote

Supplies:
 2 pieces of fabric 17-18 inches by 39-40 inches
o Coordinating or contrasting
 2-3 inch pieces of hook & loop tape
Place the fabric with right sides together. Trim to the same size all around.
Sew together all around with a ½ inch seam, leaving a 6 inch opening for turning.
Clip the corners and turn right side out through the opening, making the corners as crisp as
possible. (Use a pointed instrument of some kind.)
Press a sharp crisp edge all around. Press the seam allowance into the opening used for turning.
No need to sew it shut yet.
Decide which side to use to make the pockets. Find the center of the long side. Mark a line
along the center. (Iron a crease or lightly draw an pencil line or mark with blue painters tape)
Sew along that line. (I sew over it again to make stronger)
With pocket fabric side up, along both long edges, mark a spot 5 inches on either side of that
center line and 1½ inches in from the edge.
Separate the loop from the hook of both pieces of tape. Sew both loop pieces on the right side of
the center line along the edge at the marks made in last step. Sew both hook pieces on the left
side of the center line at the marks made in the last step.
Turn fabric over. With pocket fabric side down, along both long edges mark a spot 4 inches on
either side of that center line.
Fold fabric up and match the corners to the spots marked in the last step to form pockets on each
end. Pin in place.
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Sew 3/8 inches all around the outside of the fabric. (this also sews the 6 inch turning opening
shut) Back stitch at the corners of the pockets and at the top of the pockets to secure them in
place. Go back and sew again about ¼ inches all around.
Find center of pockets. (Iron a crease, draw a line with pencil, blue painters tape)
Sew along this line from bottom on one pocket across all the way to the bottom of the other
pocket. Back stitch over at the bottom of each pocket and at the top of each pocket to secure it.
Drape over the front rod of an aluminum walker with the pockets facing out and fasten the loop
and hook and loop strips.
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